Coin Purse Key Fobs
By Sherry Titzer
http://www.atimetostitch.com
Please refer to the text file provided with your designs for a complete list of supplies and cutting instructions.

1. MAKE THE POCKETS FIRST! Cut fabric, interfacing
2. Fuse interfacing to wrong side & add wonder under strips.
& wonder under strips as instructed in text file.

3. Turn fabric at inside edge of wonder under, iron to
crease. Remove paper backing, iron again to fuse.
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4. Top stitch top folded edge of both pockets. Set aside.

5. Hoop wash away stabilizer. 1 color stitches outline
& pocket placement lines directly on the stabilizer.

6. Flip hoop over, extend pocket placement lines at the sides
with a marker so you can see them better later!

7. With hoop on back side, center felt inside outline at
sides but keep even with bottom of outline. NOTE: Felt
extends past outline at corners/top. (green felt used)

8. Flip hoop to right side, center fabric evenly over outline.
Tape at corners, put hoop on machine. Next color tacks
fabric/felt down. Continue stitching rest of design.
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9. When finished stitching design, remove hoop & flip
over. Trim the felt close to the outline stitches.

10. With hoop still on back side, center 2nd fabric piece evenly
over the felt. Tape in place, put hoop on machine.

11. Next color tacks the fabric on back down & stitches 12. Remove hoop and trim the fabric close to the outline
small circles for snap & eyelet placement.
stitches on both sides of hoop.
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13. Flip hoop over. Center 1 pocket over outline using
14. The next color in the design tacks the pockets down.
nd
upper placement marks. Add 2 pocket using lower
(The outline will stitch twice).
placement marks. Tape in place, put hoop on machine.

15. Remove hoop, trim pockets close to the outlines.

16. The last step stitches the satin edge of the coin fob.
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17. Trim coin fob from stabilizer. Run a warm wet rag
along edges to dissolve remaining stabilizer. Let dry.

18. Install top button snap. Fold top at fold lines, finger press to
crease. Paint snap tip with “White Out” & fold again to transfer
nd
paint to pocket. Add 2 snap piece over that mark.
19. Install the eyelet over small stitches circle at the fold
following the eyelet manufacturer’s instructions.
BUTTON SNAPS: I recommend using size 22 (1/2") or 24
(5/8") button snaps from www.snapsource.com
Their optional snap tool makes installing snaps very easy!
EYELETS: I recommend using “2 PART” metal eyelets
because they provide a metal rim on both sides (much
sturdier) I found 2 part eyelets (Prim Sewing brand) & Dritz
gripper pliers at Walmart. The pliers make adding the
eyelets a breeze! Well worth the investment!!

Your finished coin purse fob!
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